Theory of Literature

Wellek & Warren's Theory of Literature has been influential in the field of literary studies. It offers a comprehensive analysis of the nature, function, and form of literature. The book is divided into four main sections:

1. The Study of Literature
2. Literary Form
3. Literary History
4. Literary Movement

The study of literature is approached from a theoretical perspective, examining the principles and criteria of literary appreciation. The book emphasizes the importance of literary theory and criticism, and how they have evolved over time.

Literary form is discussed in terms of elements such as structure, genre, and style. The authors argue that literary form is an integral part of the literary text, and that understanding it is essential for appreciating literature.

Literary history is examined through the examination of major literary movements and periods. The book highlights the role of historical context in shaping literary works.

Literary movement is explored in terms of the evolution of literary styles and techniques. The authors argue that literary movement is a dynamic process that reflects the social and cultural changes of a given period.

Overall, Theory of Literature provides a valuable resource for students and scholars of literature, offering a comprehensive and insightful analysis of the field.